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Abstract: The problem of forged images has become a global phenomenon that is spreading mainly
through social media. New technologies have provided both the means and the support for this
phenomenon, but they are also enabling a targeted response to overcome it. Deep convolution
learning algorithms are one such solution. These have been shown to be highly effective in dealing
with image forgery derived from generative adversarial networks (GANs). In this type of algorithm,
the image is altered such that it appears identical to the original image and is nearly undetectable to
the unaided human eye as a forgery. The present paper investigates copy-move forgery detection
using a fusion processing model comprising a deep convolutional model and an adversarial model.
Four datasets are used. Our results indicate a significantly high detection accuracy performance
(~95%) exhibited by the deep learning CNN and discriminator forgery detectors. Consequently, an
end-to-end trainable deep neural network approach to forgery detection appears to be the optimal
strategy. The network is developed based on two-branch architecture and a fusion module. The two
branches are used to localize and identify copy-move forgery regions through CNN and GAN.
Keywords: image forgery; copy-move forgery; CNN; convolutional layer; GAN; neural
network training
1. Introduction
The hot topic known as “fake news” is becoming increasingly widespread across social media,
which for many people has become their primary news source. Fake news is information that has
been altered to represent a specific agenda. To support the production of fake news, images that
have been tampered with are often presented with the associated reports. Fake news production
has been enabled in recent years because of two main reasons: first, cost reductions of the required
image-producing technology (e.g., cell phones and digital cameras); and second, the widespread
accessibility of image-editing software from open-source tools and apps. Anyone with a cell phone
or digital camera who has online access to the necessary software can now alter images easily and
cheaply, for whatever purpose. At the same time, online access enables the images to be sent across a
virtually limitless number of platforms, where they can be further altered through dedicated imagery
software (e.g., Photoshop) using tools such as splicing, painting, or copy-move forgery.
Considering how easy it is to create fake images as part of a fake news report, there is a critical need
for detection methods that can keep up with the latest technology in fraud production. The integrity
of an image can be validated through one or more strategies, either alone or in combination, which
test an image for authenticity [1–3]. A popular strategy is copy-move image forgery, which involves
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copying or cloning an image patch into an identical image. The patches to be copied or clones can
be either irregular or in regular form. Copy-move image forgery is increasing in popularity due in
large part to its ease of use. Furthermore, because the copied or cloned patch has its source in the
original image, photometric characteristics between the original and the forgery are essentially the
same, making it that much more difficult for the fake to be detected.
Since its recent development at around the turn of the present century [4,5], the primary purpose
for copy-move forgery detection (CMFD) has been determining if the imaging probe in question
(otherwise known as the query) features any areas that are cloned, and whether this cloning has
been performed with malicious intent. The three main types of copy-move forgeries are plain, affine,
and complex [6]. The earliest CMFD investigations dealt mostly with plain cloning. Interestingly,
in a previous study [7], the researchers found that human judgment outsmarted machine learning
regarding computer-generated forgeries. This could be caused by the current lack of photorealism
found in most computer graphics tools.
In response to this flaw, various researchers suggested alternative approaches to analyzing digital
imagery. Examples include, statistics extracted from wavelet decomposition [8] and statistics extracted
from residual images [9]. Researchers have focused on noise type and level based on recording
devices [10], chromatic aberrations [11], or demos icing filters [12]. Additionally, some researchers
have looked at color distribution differences [13], whereas others examined the statistical properties
found in local edge patches [14]. Currently, deep learning is being successfully applied in a range of
applications, as demonstrated in previous work [7,15,16].
Given the increasing difficulty to distinguish between photographic and computer-generated
forgeries, the need to develop equally sophisticated detection modes is becoming more urgent [17].
The latest incarnations of computer-vision-based image forgeries show a significantly higher degree of
photorealism than was previously exhibited [18–23]. Especially compelling is image copy-move forgery
(CMF), which changes the features of one image by digitally translating one scene as another [24].
CMF is further enabled by generative adversarial networks (GANs), whose sole purpose is to produce
“knock-off” images that are virtually identical to the original ones.
The present work investigates the state-of-the-art of CMF and proposes a suitable algorithm that
can detect and localize image copy-move forgery. The approach is derived from a new strategy for deep
neural architecture that detects CMFs by applying generative adversarial networks. The proposed
algorithm assumes that because no forged images will be accessible for training purposes, feature
representations for pristine images are then made available solely on the basis of training tasks.
Therefore, a one-class support vector machine (SVM) has been trained in alignment with the
characteristics of the images in order to gauge distribution. Any forged images can then be determined
according to anomalies found in the distribution patterns. The classifier will determine the image
differently based on its pattern’s distribution.
2. Related Works
According to feature extraction and matching schemes, copy-move detection strategies are
categorized as one of three different types: block-based or patch methods, keypoint methods, and
irregular region-based methods. In the first approach, block-based methods have applied chroma
features in some research studies [25,26], as well as in PCA features [27], blur moments [28], DCT [29],
and Zernike moments [30]. However, this is a relatively computationally expensive approach compared
to the other two. The second approach category, keypoint-based methods, includes triangles [31],
ORB [32], SURF [32–34], and SIFT [35–37]. Keypoint approaches are known to be generally fast, but
they can fail if source S and destination D show as homogeneous. Meanwhile, the third category deals
with strategies related to irregular region-based methods [29,38], and has been shown to be somewhat
efficient, though occasionally resulting in false positives [39–42].
Datasets can be enhanced using a group of GAN derivative models. These models also have the
additional use of classifying images that show a promising result [43]. Many examples have proven
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their use in solving problems with a low number of samples, performing the aforementioned tasks and
improving the accuracy of the trainer in many cases, such as in the detection of image forgery [44,45].
The general process of GAN is simple—a distribution model is captured and used to create a new data
sample. A real distribution model is captured and then regenerated by the generator to produce a new
data sample. A discriminator then determines whether the input data sample is real or generated,
while the discriminator works with the generator by challenging and checking each other, optimizing
their parameters. In a specific example [46], a GAN-based deep learning image classifier was used to
develop a deep forgery discriminator. Its purpose was to detect fake faces in public, and it did that
with 94.7% accuracy. Because the classic techniques cannot detect the forgery in the forged images
generated by GANs, using a deep learning forgery discriminator is highly recommended. CNN, on the
other hand, takes a step ahead in the same field for image CMF localization based on feature similarity
detection [47]. Their features are extracted from an image by convolving the image using a chosen
filter, such as a Kernel filter or Gabor filter, or combining them to generate a feature map of the same
input image [48]. Measuring the similarity can be done by applying a cosine similarity function [49].
By observing a few copy-move forged images, it was evident that locating the forged areas by
human visual detection is difficult, and in some cases, impossible. Thus, CNN is the perfect deep
learning model for this job, and it is used jointly with GAN to ensure the performance of the proposed
model. Therefore, based on the above, the use of deep learning DNN and GAN models to detect and
localize digital image forgery is a newly active trend in this era.
The latest research on image forgery detection focuses on deep neural networks (DNNs). In one
study [50], DNN was applied for extraction of features in CMF, while in another study [51], altered
areas of the image were detected using a DNN-based patch classifier. The researchers in [52] looked
for a way to detect localization and splicing using a DNN solution, and [53] explored how DNN can be
used in detecting images that have been doctored, as well as detecting the fake generated images, as
in [54]. In general, GAN-based methods provide the most optimal results in image forgery detection,
with the majority of the applications using numerous paired images from both domains to train the
networks. In instances where no image pairs have been made available for the training process, an
alternative method can be used to continue in the GAN approach.
The adversarial training paradigm features two main components: the generator (i.e., the
image-to-image network) and the discriminator (i.e., the support network). Within the paradigm, the
generator’s training revolves around learning to deceive the discriminator, while the discriminator is
trained to detect real images from forged ones [55–57]. In a previous study [23], Zhu et al. devised
a method for automatically pairing images, thus, overcoming the shortage in genuine image pairs.
For a baseline, Zhu and colleagues [23] employed a discriminator in the GAN. Nonetheless, there are
a few methods where explicit delineation of a probability distribution is not performed. In these cases,
generative machines are trained to obtain samples within a specific distribution source. The main
benefit of using this technique is being able to design the machines for the desired training task. Also,
the previous methods in the above related works are used to detect the image forgery in general, and
most of them perform well in detecting that type of forgery. This study, however, focuses specifically
on copy-move forgery detection. Nonetheless, all of the mentioned related works have at least two
out of the three following problems: first, having low accuracy rate; second, being computationally
expensive; third, being unable to distinguish between the source and the target forger area. On the
other hand, the proposed algorithm in this study employed GAN and CNN in parallel to detect the
copy-move forgery. It performed well and became able to express the source image patch versus the
forged one with compromised operation cost.
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3. Proposed Copy-Move Forgery Detection Strategy
3.1. GANs Create Forged Images
Advances in technology are enabling GANs to create forged images that fool even the most
sophisticated detectors [58]. It is important to note that the primary aim of generative adversarial
networks is to form images that cannot be distinguished from the original source image. Figure 1
below depicts image forgery translation enabled by GANs.
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Figure 1. The GAN training cycle for fake image translation (i.e., fake image creation based on a real
image).
As can be seen, generator GA has been employed to transform input image A from a domain
DA to output domain DB. Next, generator GB is used to map image B back to the domain DA (the
original domain). In doing so, two more cycle consistency losses are added to the typical adversarial
losses borne by the discriminators, thus, obtaining A = GA(GB(A)) and enabling the two images to be
paired. Extremely sophisticated editing tools are required to change an image’s context. These tools
must be able to alter images while retaining the original source’s perspective, shadowing, and so on.
Those without forgery detection training would likely be unable to distinguish the original from an
image forged using this method, which means that it is a good candidate for developing supporting
materials for fake news reports.
3.1.1. GAN Tasks
GAN tasks are as follows: (1) Load dataset; (2) build discriminator network; (3) build generator
network; (4) generate a sample image; (5) training difficulties; (7) closing thoughts. The GAN network
branch is presented in Figure 2.
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3.1.2. GAN Processing Steps
In our proposed GAN network, we consider three main steps: (1) In the first step, the generator
creates an image from random noise input. (2) The image is then presented to the discriminator,
together with several images derived from the same dataset. (3) After the discriminator is presented
with the real and forged images, it provides probabilities in the form of a number between 0 and 1,
inclusive. Here, 0 indicates a forged image and 1 indicates a high likelihood for authenticity. Note that
the discriminator should be pretrained prior to the generator, as this creates a clearer gradient. It is
important to retain constant values for both the discriminator and generator when training their
opposites (i.e., the values for the discriminator are steady when training the generator, and vice versa).
Holding the values constant enables the networks to have a greater understanding of the gradient,
which is the source of its learning. However, because GANs have been developed as a type of game
played between opposing networks, maintaining their balance can be challenging. Unfortunately,
learning is difficult for GANs if the discriminator or generator is too adept, because GANs generally
require a lengthy training period. So, for instance, a GAN could take several hours for a single GPU,
while for a single CPU, a GAN could require several days [59].
3.1.3. Support Vector Machines
Recently, there has been a decline in reliance on support vector machines (SVM) [60], particularly
kernel SVMs, as they require real-valued vectors. Users and researchers are instead turning to
machine learning systems as end-to-end learning models. In general, deep learning architectures
usually source the classifier function and feature representations solely from training examples, but
we employed a linear SVM toward the end of every deep convolutional neural network branch.
We then trained them jointly by applying a backpropagation algorithm and stochastic gradient descent
(input→→convNet→→SVM→→output). Note that the linear SVM has been given a linear activation
function (similar to a regression function), with the hinge loss replacing the loss function, as follows:
L(ŷi, yi) = max(0, 1− yi ŷi) (1)
where yi ∈ [−1, 1] and ŷi = actual output. It is also possible to use a stochastic sub-gradient descent rather
than an SGD, given that the hinge-loss cannot be differentiable. The training, thus, occurs end-to-end,
with the hinge-loss error signal guiding the convNet and SVM weight learning. Furthermore, because
hinge-loss causes the linear units to connect with learning maximum margin hyperplanes, linear SVMs
are the outcome.
As an example, a linear unit is connected by the hinge-loss, resulting in a single linear SVM + a
trained convNet as feature detection after training. In this setup, the SVM is designed to learn the
final splitting hyperplane and the convNet is designed to learn the hierarchical features. Following
the training procedure, a Heaviside step function can then be applied against the linear SVM output
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to obtain a binary output. The idea of using SVM in forgery detection is based on capturing the
difference before knowing for certain that the patch is forged, which requires the use of a one-class
SVM. This entity, which has been trained using feature vector h that is extracted from input images,
quickly learns pristine feature distribution versus the forgery feature distribution. Next, it outputs a
soft value that indicates the degree of possibility that the feature vector h is pristine or forged. The soft
mask M′ is then defined as a matrix that has identical dimensions to the image, with every entry
having a soft SVM output corresponding to image patches at identical positions. A final detection
binary mask M can be obtained by employing the soft mask M′ for thresholding. More details will be
provided in the following section.
A summary of the copy-move forgery detection (CMFD) strategies employed in the present work
is given in this section. Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline for the proposed technique. As shown in
the figure, our proposed approach employs two distinct networks for forgery detection. One of the
networks is GAN-based and detects any symptom of forgery, while the other locates any similarities
existing in the image. As a joint network, the proposed method then locates any copy-move forgery
found in the imagery target, demarcating the original source from the copy-moved region of the
image. In CMFD-related tasks, the input data proceed through the two networks, GAN and CNN,
and are then assigned to a linear classifier based on the proposed model selection. The CNN, in
general, maintains feature extraction and ability to generate features versus strong discrimination
skills, therefore the proposed model is used for data generation, feature extraction, data discrimination,
and data classification.
3.2. CNN for Matching or Detecting Similar Patches
A critical issue in copy-move forgery detection is in images containing features that are
nearly identical, although matching visual content for the same or diverse images can be done [4].
The important element in matching methods is how much rigidity ensues after the correspondences
are computed. In most instances, matching size options are relatively manageable, but they can also be
extreme, in which case the problem is unconstrained. Recently, some methods have been developed
that can detect matching objects throughout an image and across several different viewpoints [5,6],
but improvements can still be made [21]. Such improvements could include involving convolutional
deep neural networks, as these networks are relatively easily trainable end-to-end. For local feature
representations, researchers have used deep learning in different copy-move forgery detection stages,
such as metric learning, descriptor, and detector stages.
Based on preceding research inquiries, the present work proposes employing deep convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to deal with learning automatic detection in similar feature presentation [22].
CNNs are especially valuable for learning decision features adaptively when working from large
data sets [23]. In the present study, the proposed model will learn a number of attributes, such
as what are considered good features, how to capture similar pixels across different scales, and
finding possible similarities between patches. The proposed model is then evaluated qualitatively
and quantitatively, showing its ability to discern and match similar patches across multiple scales.
The primary contribution of this work is developing a learning algorithm that can detect copy-move
features according to similarities found in detected features within an image frame.
3.2.1. Similarity-Matching Tasks
In similarity-matching tasks, similarities are computed by employing a multi-layer CNN that
deconstructs the targeted patches into sub-patches. Under this setup, different scales can be applied and
repetitive textures can be used. Local similarities are computed in every individual layer by starting
with the assumption that the feasible rigid deformations comprise only a limited set. Detection of the
matching features is propagated throughout the sub-patch hierarchy, with the incorrect detections
being discarded during the process [6].
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As can be seen in Figure 2, the architecture resembles a traditional computer vision pipeline,
except for the application of differentiable modules. The addition of these modules enables end-to-end
training to occur in the localization tasks, as well as in the main target task of CMFD. The similarity
detection network moves all of the images (pristine and forged) through the convolutional layers, and
in the process extracting feature maps by employing CNN. This procedure continues through dense
local descriptors and percentile pooling to feature maps, and then, using the mask decoder feature, on
to the original image size. At this stage, similar feature maps are matched as a tentative correspondence
map using binary classifiers. Further details will be provided in the training section below.
3.2.2. Feature Extraction
Traditional CNN architecture is employed for the pipeline’s initial step of feature extraction.
In this stage, a CNN that does not have fully connected layers develops a feature map from an input
image ( f ∈ Rh×w×d). This can also be expressed as a h × w dense spatial grid from d-dimensional
local descriptors. In a previous study [39], researchers applied more or less the same interpretation
for instance retrieval, showing that CNN-based descriptors had significant discriminative power.
Therefore, as feature extraction in the present work, the VGG-16 network will be employed.
This setup features four layers (16 convolutional layers) and conducts 3 × 33\Times 33 × 3
convolutions and 2 × 22\times 22 × 2 pooling throughout the extraction process. Note that this strategy
is presently the most popular for image feature extraction.
In employing the technique, however, we decided to modify the terms slightly by cropping the
pool4 layer (in front of the ReLU unit) prior to applying per-feature L2 normalization. A pretrained
model was used to perform image analyses and classification. Figure 2 illustrates the duplication of the
feature extraction network, showing how it is organized as a series configuration. In this arrangement,
the input images move along the network path [27,38]. The aim of conducting feature extraction
is mainly to boost the learned model’s accuracy through the extraction of the most critical features
and the removal of redundancies and noise [30]. Note that in general, feature extraction focuses on
extracting useful information out of raw pixel values; the information is considered “useful” if it can
distinguish among various categories. Following successful feature extraction, the images and related
labels are then used to train a classification module that will be used in measuring distances toward
the detection of similarities.
3.2.3. Feature Extraction Problems
Accurate and efficient feature extraction of input data is crucially significant in machine learning.
In feature extraction, input data are transformed into feature vectors, which in turn become inputs
in learning algorithms. To address the many issues that have arisen over the years in pursuit of
optimal feature extraction, researchers have developed a number of techniques, ranging from feature
selection to dimensionality reduction to manifold and representation learning [33]. The most promising
solution appears to be incorporating CNNs in the VGG16 approach. In this architecture, multiple 3 × 3
kernel-sized filters are used in succession. Multiple stacked small-size kernels function more optimally
than large-size ones, as multiple non-linear layers add more depth to the network, allowing for more
complex learning and reduced costs. The extraction of relevant features can be done effectively even
with a simple approach, and such an approach need not be complex or large to be effective [34].
4. Proposed Algorithm Overview
The present study proposes the construction of a copy-move forgery detection algorithm that
features two deep neural networks—a GAN network and a custom CNN-based one. The details of the
proposed network are as follows. The GAN network contains both the generator and the discriminator.
It will be built first, followed by the custom CNN. The third step in the construction involves merging
the two output networks to create a merging network branch. In this section, we will illustrate these
networks with more related details.
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4.1. Discriminator Network
Constructing the discriminator network requires some prior work, beginning with defining the
functions to build the CNNs in Tensorflow (e.g., looping and conv. layers). For the Tensorflow CNN,
the classifier is explained at the following website: https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/mnist/pros/.
Based on this architecture, our discriminator will have many layers: six conv. layers, followed by seven
ReLU layers, and two fully connected ones. The main purpose of the discriminator is to discriminate
the accuracy value between the real patches in the real input image and the regenerated patches in the
fake image out of the generator. The working manner and training process of the discriminator will be
fully presented in the implementation Section.
4.2. Generator Network
In the generator module shown in Figure 3, which is used in our proposed construct, resembles a
reverse-order ConvNet and CNN, which aims to change into single probability 2D or 3D pixel value
matrices. In contrast, generators aim to change d-dimensional input (noise) vectors into 28 × 28 images
by up-sampling. The underlying generator and discriminator structures are quite similar, but here we
will refer to the convolution transpose method rather than the conv2d method.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 26 
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Sample image generation: Sample outputs can be generated by untrained generators.
Using Tensorflow, we first define the session and assign an input placeholder that we will refine at a
later stage. Note that the loss function in GANs can be quite complex compared to standard CNN
classifiers. Meanwhile, the generator constantly improves its output images, and the discriminator
works to better discern “real” from “generated” images. Hence, the loss functions need to be formulated
to take both networks into account. So, discriminator prediction probabilities of real dataset images
will be held by Dx; generated images will be held by Gz; and discriminator prediction probabilities of
the generated images will be held by Dg.
Our goal is to generate images on the generator network that the discriminator will not be able to
identify as forgeries. To achieve that end, we start by computing label-of-1 and Dg losses using the
function “tf.nn.sigmoid_cross_entropy_with_logits”. After obtaining the two loss functions (d_loss
and g_loss), our next step is defining the optimizers. In the generator network, the optimizer is used to
update the generator’s weights only, not the discriminator’s weights. Therefore, we need to ensure
this distinction, which we can do by devising two separate lists of the generator’s weights and the
discriminator’s weights. After specifying the two optimizers, the better SGD option appears to be
Adam. Finally, to update our generator and get a probability score, a random z vector will be fed to the
generator and the output passed to the discriminator. Discriminator updates will be obtained in the
same way, substituting the discriminator for the generator.
4.3. CNN Networks
CNNs function as feature extractors. We will first use Tensorflow to create the CNNs for
self-correlation, looping, and conv. layers, as in Figure 4. These will feed into the mask detector, which
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will highlight similarities existing throughout the target area of the image. Next, the extracted features
will be subjected to self-correlation, with the module detecting any extracted features that are alike.
The percentile pooling layer will then compile the relevant statistics. Finally, the mask detector will be
used to recast the feature to its original image size, after which the linear classifier will be applied and
a decision made regarding the authenticity of the image.
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4.4. Merging Network
The outputs of these two networks serve as inputs for the merging network unit. The three core
aims for building this new network are: first, to render a final decision on the copy-move forgery image
under study; second, to make the copy-move transaction localized; and third, to make a distinction
between the original source and the targeted regions of a potentially forged image. Though varied in
their application, neural networks (NNs) are generally used to predict categorical variables. A typical
neural network NN classifier features n input nodes, with n indicating how many values can be
assumed by the dependent variable. In the present network, we use as input values the two vectors
from the other network’s output. Thus, CMFD classifier output, in this case, is a node that represents
the concatenated sum of all relevant inputs.
To begin, we tested all of the model networks individually. At the point where the desired outcome
was obtained by the two networks, we used GAN to detect any forged area(s) in the image and the
similarity CNN to detect any similar area(s). Next, the two outputs were combined into a single layer to
represent novel vector inputs, with the first layer being an SVM classifier. Figure 5 shows the sequence
of the steps from end-to-end according to the main framework in Figure 2. To preclude high extremes
of randomness, every test was performed multiple times and involved random selection of both the
test sets and the training sets, after which we averaged the results.












is the case “decision pristine [fake]”,
and Pr indicates the predicted scores from each case [61].
a. CMFD classifier: we used an SVM linear classifier. Eventually, our SVM classifier uses the
merging of the vector features of the two models and is trained over the whole training set.
b. Output Masking: shows three images with copy-move forgeries, the corresponding ground
truth, and the detection map output from our method. Note that the forgery is easily detected,
and the map is quite accurate, although the original and copied regions are distinguished from
one another
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With a view to making the model more robust, alternative performance measures were attempted
For example, in every SVM classifier, the separating hyperplane was shifted to an orthogonal direction
and the subsequent ROC was constructed. Next, we calculated the area under (the receiver operating)
curve (AUC) for every model, as a sizeable AUC usually indicates robustness, even when functioning
under changeable conditions [61].
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The comparison between the proposed method and other state-of-the-art methods in terms of
feature vector dimensions, which is presented in Table 1, shows that our method technique uses
low feature vector dimensions, which in fact, increases the model efficiency in an effective syntactic
computational scheme.
Table 1. Comparison of computational complexity.
Cited Feature Methods Feature-Length
Fridrich et al. [4] DCT 64
Bayram et al. [25] FMT 45
Popescu and Farid [62] PCA 32
Huang et al. [63] Improved DCT 16
Proposed technique GAN and CNN 16
Toqeer et al. [64] DCT and KPCA 10
5. Proposal Implementation
This section provides details on the present study’s localization and splicing detection methods.
For further details on GAN, please refer to [61]. The GAN used in this work is called CapsuleGAN,
which is trained with forged and pristine images as a means to map input image I in relation to forgery
mask M. As shown in Figure 2, the GAN architecture comprises a generator G and a discriminator D,
with generator G consisting of a 16-layer U-net format of 8 encoder and 8 decoder layers [65,66]. So, for
instance, if G receives image I, G will calculate a forgery mask M′ (soft mask) as M′ = G(I). In doing
so, the generator aims to construct an M′ as similar as possible to the genuine M. The discriminator D
will then differentiate between the generator’s constructs (i.e., synthesized input-mask pairs {I, M′}
vs. genuine input-mask pairs {I, M}). Equation (4) expresses how the discriminator and generator
are coupled through a loss function using cGAN. The training of the generator includes forcing it to
construct masks that are so close to the original that the discriminator is unable to distinguish the original
from the forged. In this way, the generator is forced to become better at creating near-identical images.
The architecture of the discriminator D is a 6-layer CNN that can perform binary classification for
masks. Whether an image-mask estimate pair {I, M′} or a genuine image-mask pair {I, M} is given
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to the discriminator, it will subdivide the provided input as pixel patches. Every patch within the
subdivision will then be classified either as pristine or forged by assigning a patch label of either 1 or 0,
respectively, after which the values of every patch combined will be averaged in order to classify the
complete input. We can use these equations to illustrate the two cases from the paragraph.
D(I, M′) = D(I, G(I)) = 0 (3)
D(I, M) = 1 (4)
Essentially, what we create is a minimax game, with generator G and discriminator D training
through the competition to enhance the skills of the other.
The coupled loss function of the network is described in the following equations:
LcGAN (G, D) = EI, M[log(D(I, M))] + EI, Z[log(1−D(I, G(I))] (5)
Above, we explained how generator G is forced to construct mask M′ that can fool the discriminator
D, but this process stops short at guaranteeing the synthesized mask can detect an image forgery. So,
for instance, if M′ can trick the discriminator D into believing it is not a forgery, it will be classified
as authentic, even though it is not, and M′ , M. To overcome this failure, we can then add another
limitation to the generator G, thus enabling it to reconstruct the genuine masks from the original
training images, such that M′ ≈M. We can accomplish this through retraining G and teaching it how
to minimize reconstruction losses LR related to M′ and M. Keeping in mind that our overall aim is still
to categorize each pixel as either pristine or forged, LR is chosen as our binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss.
Hence, the total loss function for cGAN can be expressed as follows:
L = LcGAN + τLR (6)
After training has been accomplished, generator G will be able to construct mask M′, which is










where X ×Y is the image resolution.
Binary thresholding can then be used in tandem with threshold T to decide if a specific image
I has been forged or not. Images are designated pristine (i.e., not forged) if M′ ≈ 0, or according to
thresholding, if M′ avg. < T. If this is not the case, 1 is considered a forgery.
We illustrate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves showing various threshold T
performance levels. Additionally, the ROC will indicates model performance when employing
BCE loss and L1 as reconstruction loss and illustrates that the area under the curve (AUC) designates
perfect detection accuracy. The results can be verified against the precision recall (PR) plot for the
model, which also shows an excellent detection rate for this work experiment.
Finding the similarity using CNN is straight-forward, as mentioned above, except when including
customized layers to perform self-correlation and pooling procedures in the percentile scheme by
preferencing the vector scores in percentile ranking. Each feature extracted by CNN will produce a
feature tensor fs sized at 16 × 16 × 512. The goal here is to match any similar features by correlating all
features together by applying a self-correlation layer to sort out the tensor S[i], as follows:
S[i] =
[
ρ(i, 0), . . . ,ρ(i, j), . . . ,ρ(i, 255)
]
(8)
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where ρ(i, j) is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which, in fact, maintains the feature similarity. For
instance, here we have two suspected feature patches, f(ir, ic)[i] and f( jr, jc)[ j], which can be normalized





















f̃( jr, jc)[ j]/512 (11)
Here, µ[.] is the mean value of the feature f(ir, ic) [.], where σ[.] is the standard deviation to the
same feature and the feature size is defined by r, c ∈ {0, . . . , 15}. The feature tensor S[i] now can be
sorted by applying percentile pooling to new vector, called Ś[i]. Plotting this vector will give a curve
shape. The matched features f(ir, ic)[i] and f( jr, jc)[ j] will cause the curve to drop abruptly whenever
they exist.
The vector scores in percentile ranking will fix the issue in the pooling layer input size by
normalizing the score vector. This can be done by applying a percentile ranking filter through the
percentile pooling layer, as shown in Figure 5. This, indeed, will reduce the scores’ dimensionality to
allow using a smaller vector of the total scores. The produced mask will follow the same technique
used in the above network by using the same binary classifier. The final step is determined for the
source patch against the target one by using the merging network.
6. Results and Discussion
6.1. Training GAN Models in Forgery Detection
The present study proposes using a generative adversarial network (GAN) for a framework to
include relevant entities. For instance, cNets has been employed as discriminators, compared to its
counterparts GANs, and both of them are assessed quantitatively and qualitatively [67]. Our test
results indicate a more robust performance by cGANs compared to CNN-based GANs for constructing
a model that reflects how CIFAR-10 [68] and MNIST [69] datasets apply the generative adversarial
metric (GAM) either quantitatively or qualitatively [70]. As discussed earlier, Goodfellow et al. [56]
debuted the GANs framework in order to build a generative model for data that would learn how
to transform points from simple prior distribution (z ∼ Pz) to data distribution (x ∼ Px) using an
adversarial generator and discriminator. The generator’s task is to learn to transform G(z), while the
discriminator is used to goad the generator into performing better D(.). Ultimately, the discriminator




and one derived from data distribution (x ∼ Px), giving a scalar output (Y ∈ {0, 1}).
minGmaxDV(D, G) = Ex∼Px(x)
[
log D(x)] + Ez∼Pz(z)[ log(1−D(x))] (12)
Capsule Networks: Hinton et al. [67,71] first introduced capsules as a learning approach to robust
unsupervised image representation. Capsules can be generally defined as locally invariant neuron
group learning to detect visual entities in their midst and encode the properties of those entities
as vector outputs. In this process, the vector length is restricted to being either 1 or 0 as an entity
representation. So, for instance, the capsules are able to learn how to discern images of specific objects,
or parts thereof. The neural network framework allows for the grouping of numerous capsules,
creating capsule layers. In these layers, individual units generate vector outputs rather than producing
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0, m+ − ‖Vk‖
)2
+ λ (1− Tk) max(0, ‖Vk‖ −m−)
2 (13)
where Tk indicates target labels m+ = 0.9, m− = 0.1, and λ = 0.5, which represent down-weighting
factors that can inhibit the shrinking of capsule output lengths in the final layer during the early-stage
learning phase. Also included in the network is regularization, which appears as weighted image
reconstruction loss. In this addition, the vector outputs Vk from the final layers are manifested to the
reconstruction network as inputs.
6.1.1. Data Environment
Our experimental results are provided through several datasets. As a training task, we chose the
datasets CIFAR-10 and MNIST. The CIFAR-10 dataset shows 32 × 32 color images categorized as ten
distinct classes (in alphabetical order: airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and
truck), while the MNIST dataset shows 28 × 28 hand-written grayscale images. When we test the
model with additional datasets from both the forged and pristine images categories, a total of 1792 pair
images will be considered, such as in the MICC-F600 dataset [72], Oxford buildings dataset, and IM
dataset [70]. Also, we recommend adding more datasets for more reliability, such as ImageNet, for
future extended work. Figure 6 depicts the random result samples of the proposed model.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 26 
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Figure 6. From left to right, the samples from random results show the process of training improving
transition results of the model using the CIFAR-10 dataset and a maximum iteration of 10,000.
As shown, the model is pretrained to ensure it has the weights to perform both generator and
discriminator training tasks. The pretraining method for the discriminator is illustrated in Figure 7.
As indicated, the pretraining of the generator and discriminator is not carried out simultaneously ((Pre.
Disc, Pre. Gene) = (True/False) or = (False/True)). Note that although we chose to use the model’s
pretraining weights to train the dataset, as well as to test the same dataset at a later time, it is possible
that using alternative pretraining model weights could give the same or similar results. Figures 8–10
show the training results for finding the fitting model using different datasets.
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After training the GAN, we test the discriminator by using MNIST.
We obtain (Dx, Dz, Dg), representing the random input image, the dimensional noise vector input,
and the generator output, respectively, as shown in Figures 11 and 12.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 26 
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6.1.2. Experimental Setup
In this work, we used a Keras GAN. Keras implementations of generative adversarial networks
(GANs) are suggested in many research papers and can be found at: https://github.com/eriklindernoren/
Keras-GAN. We used the TensorFlow backend for the training task.
Analysis
As was mentioned, the training tips for the combined model for the discriminator and the
generator are as follows (False = 0, True = 1):
(a) Train the discriminator:
DLoss =
Loss Real + Loss Fack
2
(14)
Acc = 100 ∗DLoss (15)
(b) Train the generator (to have the discriminator label samples as valid):
G Loss = combined train (noise, valid)
Noise = random batch on image
Valid = adversarial ground truth
In this experiment, we will use two different types of training, in the following steps: (a) Use
pretrained weight file (hd5) for the previous dataset. (b) Pretrain the dataset and use its own weight
file (hd5). (c) Compare between the two cases. Our first task was to prepare the dataset. There are two
classifications in the training dataset: forged and pristine. The paired images will be used to illustrate
how the forgery operation proceeds (here, we use copy-move forgery). Prior to starting the training,
pixels from multiple images are loaded into a directory using the NumPy array distribution. We begin
with the pristine category and then perform tests with both forged and pristine images. To obtain a
directory image file list, we import the glob, use the file list to construct two diminution matrices, and
then convert the file list to a NumPy array. Thus, if we combine the total images as one NumPy array,
we get:
x = np.array([np.array(Image.open(f-name)) for f-name in file-list]).
This array is divided later into three partitions for training, verification, and testing.
Figure 13 presents random samples of GAN training results in image representation. This figure
shows, from left to right, the progress of generating images in different times using the CIFAR-10
dataset. From the plot in Figure 14, we can see that our model has comparable performance in training
the dataset for both the pretrained discriminator and the generator. Figure 15 shows a random sample
of the forgery detection result using GAN in image representation. Here, we can see the original input
image, the new corresponding image, the forged image, and the output binary mask side-by-side.
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6.2. Training CNN Models in Similarity Detection
In this study, a n w type of deep neural network architecture was introduced for detecting and
localizing copy-move forgery. The model, which uses a supervised end-to-end trainable network, was
able to detect the copy-move forgery with high accuracy. Specifically, it was able to pinpoint areas in
the image that were sourced from the same original area.
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6.2.1. How the Model Works
The model functions as follows. First, an image I is input, from which features are extracted by
employing the CNN feature extractor. Next, based on the extractions, feature similarity is calculated
using the self-correlation module, and statistics are gathered using percentile pooling. These then
up-sample feature maps against the original image size by applying a mask decoder, after which a
binary classifier creates a copy-move mask. The present research gained inspiration from a number of
published works [52,59,73].
In summary, the copy-move forgery detection baseline was first developed by making feature
maps from input image extracts, followed by the construction of relevant feature statistics on the
basis of percentage pooling process from up-sampled feature maps. The feature classifier was then
applied as a means to detect and assign similar regions as copy-move forgery areas. The subsequent
tests we performed relied on a pretrained weight file for the initial model branch; later, however, we
built another weight file (HD5 format), intending to compile a large number of images into a single
entity. This made our training more accurate and readied the stage for the subsequent portions of the
model construction.
Numerous image samples were used in the training process. A single-class classifier tested every
image to determine whether it was a copy-move forgery or was pristine. Figures 16 and 17 depict
images that are forged, as well as a detected soft mask and a genuine mask. The test applied a set
of forged images to carry out the primary task of the network branch, using recall, precision, and F1
scores to report CMFD performance. We considered the classified pixels from both the target and
the source as being forged in order to compare our proposed model to other CMFD approaches that
predict only binary masks.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 26 
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6.2.2. Some Result Using Different Datasets
Numerical results in Table 2 show a discernibility summary of different datasets form
state-of-the-art models compared to the proposed model, while Figure 18 gives a visual illustration of
a similar comparison.
Table 2. The skeleton metrics for the precision recall F scores.
Algorithm\References [42] [29] [28] [41] [8] Proposed
F1 0.4926 0.5439 0.5943 0.6055 0.6318 0.8835
Precision 0.5734 0.5390 0.5440 0.5662 0.5927 0.6963
Recall 0.4939 0.8327 0.8020 0.8040 0.8220 0.8042
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6.3. Training the CMFD Classification Model for Localization
A single support vector machine (SVM) classifier was employed in our model for all three
branches for detection and classification. The outcomes indicate precision, accuracy, and good recall
and F measures.
The primary aim of the model’s third branch was verifying and then localizing any detected
copy-move forgery. Note that the first network uses GAN to detect and manipulate areas of the
frame of the input image, whereas the second branch detects similar areas of the input image as being
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indicative of a copy-move forgery incidence. The third branch merges the outputs from the two other
branches to produce the final results (in the step sequence shown in Figure 19), as follows:
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Evaluating forgery localization entails a similar process in images where forgery has already 
been discerned. In these cases, the mask estimates 𝑀  indicate the threshold, but are subsequently 
compared (pixel-wise) with related ground truth masks 𝑀. Note that the ROC curves here (Figure 
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(1) Verifying CMFD
Image forgery is detected by the GAN network by determining one or more interrupted areas,
as detailed previously in Section 6.1. Then, as mentioned in Section 6.2, the CNN network matches
similar batches in the image. This step trains the merging network to detect any forgery by comparing
and testing the outputs.
(2) Localizing CMF
Following the verification of CMF detection, the model constructs a mask that pinpoints the
CMFD location within the forged image frame.
Evaluating forgery localization entails a similar process in images where forgery has already been
discerned. In these cases, the mask estimates M′ indicate the threshold, but are subsequently compared
(pixel-wise) with related ground truth masks M. Note that the ROC curves here (Figure 20) indicate
localization for various threshold levels. By applying the binary cross entropy (BCE) loss, we can see
that in Table 2, the PR curve obtains 0.6963 as a mean precision score and 0.8042 as a mean recall score,
confirming the strength of the localization results.
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(3) Determining the CMF Area vs. Source Area  
Because the variations between the source (original) and the copy-move batch can be very small, 
the unaided human eye is usually unable to detect the forgery. Therefore, autodetection with a deep 
learning method is necessary to determine a forged image. This is especially important for discerning 
an original source image from a forged one. Figure 22 illustrates the source and CMF areas in various 
colors, making it easier for people to see the difference between the images.  
Figure 20. Shows the ROC for F scores.
The precision recall area under the curve (AUC) (Figure 21) illustrates excellent detection accuracy.
Here, the target is to have the model curve in the upper point in the right corner, which presents an
ideal model with 100% true positive and zero false positive rates, regardless of recall. The area under
the curve shows that perfect detection of the forgery using this model is fairly likely.
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(3) Determining the CMF Area vs. Source Area
Because the variations between the source (original) and the copy-move batch can be very small,
the unaided human eye is usually unable to detect the forgery. Therefore, autodetection with a deep
learning method is necessary to determine a forged image. This is especially important for discerning
an original source image from a forged one. Figure 22 illustrates the source and CMF areas in various
colors, making it easier for people to see the difference between the images.Informatio  2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 26 
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Currently, no trustworthy, commercial, real-world application exists in the market that gives an 
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7. Conclusions
Currently, no trustworthy, commercial, real-world application exists in the market that gives an
ideal solution for specific copy-move image forgery. However, there are some applications that provide
a limited solution for image forgery in general, such as forensic beta [74], which works as a magnifying
glass that help to see more hidden details in the image. The MagNET forensic [75] application works as
an online platform to investigate metadata. The present work proposed an image analysis method that
employs GAN for localization and splicing detection of images. The novel method adopts a data-driven
strategy that enables the algorithm to constantly update its learning via training data to discern pristine
areas from forged ones. The test results clearly indicate the significantly high accuracy of the proposed
method in applying the dataset to discern localization and tampering detection. Also noteworthy is
the proposed technique’s ability to project its findings to differently sized forgeries than the ones used
in training. The results from these tests encourage an extension of the research to additional related
inquiries, such as testing the method with other kinds of forgeries and datasets.
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The rationale for the proposed CMF solution in the present work is testing the potential to train
auto-encoders to acquire a representation of image patches originating from pristine images. Such an
auto-encoder could also be employed in feature extraction of image patches. In the tests, a single-class
SVM detects if feature vectors are derived from pristine or forged images. Generative adversarial
networks are used to train the auto-encoder in detecting forgery, with the entire system being trained
solely with pristine data. The system, thus, has no prior knowledge of forgeries. Even so, the test
results indicate a high level of accuracy for localization as well as detections. In fact, the proposed
model succeeded in its assigned CDFD task, giving performance results in the 93% to 97% range.
Future related work could consider testing and enhancing system robustness by introducing a variety
of different forgery types and increasing the number of used images for GAN training by including
more datasets, such as ImageNet. The sensitivity of the presented methodology to the setup of its
parameters should be investigated.
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Abbreviations
List of the abbreviations used in this study.
Abbreviation Explanation
CNN Convolutional neural network.
GANs Generative adversarial networks.
CMFD Copy-move forgery detection.
SVM Support vector machine.
PCA Principal component analysis.
DCT Discrete cosine transforms.
SIFT Scale-invariant feature transform.
DNNs Deep neural networks.
SGD Stochastic sub-gradient descent.
VGG Visual geometry group.
ConvNet Convolutional network layer.
ReLU Rectified linear unit layer.
ROC Receiver operating characteristic.
AUC The area under the curve.
HD5-HDF5 Hierarchical data format.
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Abbreviation Explanation
F1 score A measure of a test’s accuracy.
BCE Binary cross entropy.
PR Positive rate.
ORB Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF.
SURF Speed up robust feature.
SIFT Scale invariant feature transform.
VGG16 Visual geometry group (VGG Network with 16 layers).
Conv Convolutional layer.
cGAN Conditional generative adversarial network.
cNets Capsule network.
CIFAR-10 Dataset consists of 60,000 32 × 32 color images in 10 classes.
MNIST Dataset of handwritten digits with 60,000 examples.
MICC_F600 Copy-move dataset composed by 660 images in total.
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